Welcome to the ROS-Industrial Conference 2016

Mirko Bordignon – Fraunhofer IPA
Dear all,

we cordially invite you to our workshop, for which we want to bring together representatives from academia and industry to exchange experiences on application development with ROS and clarify the needs of industry with respect to ROS Industrial.

(...)

Date and Venue

--------------

Oct 17 2012, Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart, Germany
ROS INDUSTRIAL – AN ENABLER FOR INDUSTRIAL ROBOTICS?

DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS WITH ROS – EXPERIENCES
Fast forward 4 years...
ROS-Industrial Achievements

• 2 of the “big four” are in
• Control hardware manufacturers are joining
• System integrators & startups: our ambassadors 😊
• (Almost) worldwide coverage: Consortia in North America, Europe and soon Asia-Pacific
The first “ROS-I incubated” startup 😊

加重1

PlusOne Robotics

PEOPLE + ROBOTS ARE BETTER TOGETHER!

ABOUT THE TEAM BLOG CONTACT

PlusOne Team

Erik Nieves - Founder, CEO

• Former Technology Director at Yaskawa Motoman North America
• Robotics Industry thought leader
• Extensive network in manufacturing automation
• Contributed to the US Robotics Roadmap
• 25 yrs. of experience deploying robots

Shaun Edwards - Co-founder, CTO

• Founder of ROS-industrial open source software repository
• More than a decade of manufacturing robotics software development experience
• Lead software developer for multiple robotic order fulfillment and material handling systems
If it’s all so good and rosy, again, why are we here today?
These are the (also) pieces needed for widespread industrial adoption of ROS!
• Since we identified the “missing pieces”, let’s put them together!
• Goal 1: become aware of each other’s work, so to understand where/how each contribution fits
• Goal 2: white paper summarizing the conclusions and pointing to the proceedings (slides on WWW)
Key points

• Updated program: we finish later today (18.15), we start earlier tomorrow (08.30)

• I WANT YOU to come to the social dinner: networking and building this “working group” is as important as attending the talks

• Apropos dinner: it will start at 19.00 at the Commundo Tagungshotel

• Last but not least: enjoy the event and feel free send me _any_ kind of feedback during/after!